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Observer-Based Current Controller
for Virtual Synchronous Generator

in Presence of Unknown and Unpredictable Loads
Audrey Moulichon1,2,3, Student Member, IEEE, Mazen Alamir2, Vincent Debusschere1, Member, IEEE,

Lauric Garbuio1, Member, IEEE, Mustapha Amine Rahmani3, Miao-Xin Wang3,
and Nouredine Hadjsaid1, Life Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes an observer-based current con-
troller for virtual synchronous generators (VSG) in the presence
of unmeasured and unpredictable loads. First, the considered
models are described, notably the selected VSG model, as well
as the grid-connected inverter. Then, the proposed controller is
detailed which consists in a linear quadratic regulator incorpo-
rating an integrator and a state observer. Finally, experimental
results validate the capacity of the VSG solution, based on
the presented controller, to supply unknown and unpredictable
loads represented as nonlinear and unbalanced loads, as well as
survive short-circuits and operate in parallel with other power
sources. This extensive set of tests proves the relevance of such
controller in the wake of the industrialization of the proposed
VSG solution, as well as the necessity to incorporate a non-
simplified synchronous machine model and an advance, reactive
controller.

Index Terms—Grid Forming Inverters, Microgrids, Power
Generation, Renewable Energy, State Observer, State-Space
Model, Synchronous Machine, Synchronverter, Virtual Syn-
chronous Generator.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE traditional distributed energy resources (DER) in-
stalled to supply microgrids, diesel generator sets, are

becoming less attractive because of the increasing cost of fuel
and its associated environmental impact. They are being gradu-
ally supplanted by renewable energy sources (RES). However,
since this new power sources are intermittent, they could create
in time major stability issues. Indeed, the insertion of RES as
main supplying power source decreases the microgrid’s inertia
and its capacity to remain stable after a harsh load impact [1].
A good candidate solution, bringing some answers to those
issues while still allowing the increased integration of RES, is
the virtual synchronous generator (VSG).
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Nomenclature
Symbol Definition

ψd and ψq Machine dq stator flux linkages
ψ1d, ψ1q and ψfd Machine dq rotor flux linkages
ωr and ωbase Machine rotor electrical angular velocity and its

base value, ωr = ωrotor/ωbase

id and iq Machine dq stator output current
efd Machine d-axis excitation voltage

i1d, i1q and ifd Machine dq damper currents and field current
Ra Machine stator line (armature) resistance

Lad and Laq Machine dq stator-rotor mutual inductance
Ll Machine stator leakage inductance

L1d, L1q and Lfd Machine rotor circuit leakage inductances
L′d, L′′d and L′′q Machine d-axis transient, dq subtransient reactance
T ′do and T ′′do Machine d-axis transient and subtransient open-

circuit time
T ′′qo Machine q-axis subtransient open-circuit time
VDC Inverter input DC voltage

αd and αq dq inverter output duty ratio
Vi, V d

i and V q
i Unifilar and dq inverter voltage considering:

Vi = α.VDC
2

E, ed and eq Single-line and dq filter voltage
Vg , V d

g and V q
g Single-line and dq grid voltage

iL, idL and iqL Single-line and dq output inverter current
ig , idg and iqg Single-line and dq grid inverter current
LL and RL Inverter’s inductance and resistor
Lg and Rg Grid’s inductance and resistor
Cf and Rf Capacitive filter’s inductance and resistor

Notation

In Eye matrix of size n
Oi,j Full zeros matrix of i rows and j colons
Mt Transposed matrix of M
Ms Discrete state space model of M
M̂ Observed vectors or system
M+ Next step state-space value of M
M∗ Reference of the state vector M
M Extended state vector of M

Acronym

IBG Inverter-based Generation
DER Distributed Energy Resource
LQR Lenear Quadratic Regulator
RES Renewable Energy Source
SM Synchronous Machine

VSG Virtual Synchronous Machine

The first works on VSG solutions for inverters used a
complete synchronous machine (SM) model with the flux
linkages and damper windings effects [2], [3]. Other SM
models were also used as reference for the VSG, for instance,
a simplified machine model without flux linkages nor dampers
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[4], [5] or an algebraic model [6], [7]. Various projects have
shown the advantages of VSG for the insertion of RES in
microgrids [8], [9].

The droop control possibly implemented in VSG is also
extensively studied to improve the necessary feedback actions
that prove necessary to guarantee an acceptable behavior
through current, voltage and frequency control. Indeed, de-
pending of the controller, the voltage and frequency perfor-
mances can be improved by modifying the droop during load
variations [10]–[12] and also self-synchronization with other
power sources [13]. In addition, as the SM model is virtual, the
self-tuning of its parameters is also under investigation [14],
[15]. One of the most frequently used solution is the multi-
loop control architecture that implements the three different
regulations, namely on current, voltage and frequency [16].
Other solutions have also been implemented such as traditional
ones based on a proportional integrator (PI) corrector with the
addition of a resonant [17], a robust H∞ method [18] or a
fuzzy controller [19] for instance.

The controllers are developed both to increase the perfor-
mances of the VSG and to minimize the creation of oscillations
at the output of the inverter [20]. The oscillations are caused
partly by resonances occurring after the grid’s frequency
which then destabilize the controlled system [3]. A state-space
methodology has been used in [21] to develop an optimized
controller avoiding the creation of oscillations. However, it is
restrictive as the entire configuration of the microgrid must be
implemented in the controller. It needs to be modified each
time the microgrid evolves.

To the best of our knowledge, the use of an observer has
not been considered in the controller of a VSG. The solution
proposed in this paper is a combination of a controller based
on the state-space model of the SM (adapted to an actual grid-
connected inverter) and an observer to reconstruct the load’s
characteristics.

This paper is organized in three parts: First, the models
used to represent the SM and the grid-connected inverter are
detailed. Then, based on these models, the proposed controller
of the VSG is analytically described as the combination of an
observer, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and an integrator.
Finally, as the proposed control is implemented in the control
board of an industrial inverter, experimental results are shown
to validate the operational behavior of the proposed control
architecture for a VSG supplying nonlinear and unbalanced
loads, as well as surviving short-circuits and operating in
parallel with other power sources [22].

II. MODELING THE VSG

The models of the SM and the inverter are both expressed
in the dq-frame and in per unit (p.u.). The SM model im-
plemented in the VSG-based inverter has been extracted from
[23] and is based on initial developments presented in [24].

The design proposed for the current controller of the VSG
has been developed based on a complete SM in order to be as
close as possible of the physical behavior of a diesel generator
when facing harsh events. This choice is made to ensure a
plug and play solution as well as the possibility to keep the

Fig. 1. Single-line inverter’s connection to the grid.

same specifications for the industrial developments of VSG as
the ones defined in the current norms of diesel generators. In
addition, as the proposed current controller has been developed
using a state-space model, any other model of SM can be
implemented, for instance just the swing equation if ever only
virtual inertia is needed.

A. Grid connected inverter

Fig. 1 depicts the parameters used to model the inverter
and its connection to the grid. The inverter’s resistor RL,
the resistor of the capacitive filter Rf and the resistor of the
grid line Rg are not neglected, though small compared to the
inverter’s reactances ωbase.LL, 1/(ωbase.Cf ) and the grid’s
line reactance ωbase.Lg . Hence, the traditionally used LCL
output filter is not considered here and instead a RL-RC-RL
output inverter filter is preferred for an increased accuracy.
The inverter’s outputs are defined in the dq-frame by (1)-(3).


didL
dt = ωbase

(
ωri

q
L +

V d
i −ed
LL

− RL

LL
idL

)
diqL
dt = ωbase.

(
−ωridL +

V q
i −eq
LL

− RL

LL
iqL

) (1)
didg
dt = ωbase.

(
ωri

q
g +

ed− V d
g

Lg
− RL

Lg
idg

)
diqg
dt = ωbase.

(
−ωridg +

eq− V q
g

Lg
− RL

Lg
iqg

) (2)



ded

dt = ωbase

(
ωr.e

q +
idL−idg
Cf
− Rf .RL

LL
.idL +

Rf .Rg

Lg
.idg

+
Rf

LL
.V di +

Rf

Lg
.V dg − ed.Rf

(
1
LL

+ 1
Lg

))
deq

dt = ωbase

(
−ωr.ed +

iqL−iqg
Cf
− Rf .RL

LL
.iqL +

Rf .Rg

Lg
.iqg

+
Rf

LL
.V qi +

Rf

Lg
.V qg − eq.Rf

(
1
LL

+ 1
Lg

))
(3)

B. Complete model in the state-space

The proposed controller is based on the concatenation of
the SM and the inverter’s models. To simplify and rewrite
it in a state-space framework, we assume that ωr = 1. This
assumption is relevant since the dynamic frequency variations
of the microgrid is limited to less than 10 % of the nominal
value. This leads to the following state-space model:

{
ẊSY S = ASY S .XSY S +BSY S .USY S +GSY S .WSY S

YSY S = CSY S .XSY S

(4)
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Where XSY S represents the state vector, USY S the manip-
ulated inputs, WSY S the exogenous inputs while YSY S stands
for the regulated outputs. More precisely:

XSY S =
[
ψd ψq ψfd ψ1d ψ1q i

d
L i

q
L e

d eq idg i
q
g

]t
;

USY S =

[
V di
V qi

]
;WSY S =

efdV dg
V qg

 ;YSY S =

[
id
iq

]
(5)

The matrices ASY S , BSY S , GSY S and CSY S are created
concatenating the SM and the inverter’s models. For an
implementable model, a discrete-time version of the above
state-space model is used and defined below:{

X+
SY S = AsSY S .XSY S +BsSY S .USY S +GsSY S .WSY S

YSY S = CsSY S .XSY S

(6)
Where X+

SY S represents the next state-space value of the
vector XSY S as well as the matrices AsSY S , BsSY S , CsSY S and
GsSY S are the discrete state-space matrices of the continuous
state-space model, defined in (4).

III. NEW CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR THE VSG
The objective of the control is to force the system to

follow the reference currents defined by the SM model in
various configurations of load variations. Active and reactive
loads are considered, varying from 0 % to 100 %, as well
as unbalanced and nonlinear loads and short-circuits. The
proposed current controller solution can be divided in two
parts: the observer and the controller [25]. The observer
reconstructs the output load while the current controller uses
the estimated/reconstructed load and the references in order
to choose the values of the manipulated variables, helping to
supply the necessary output currents to the load should the
estimation of the latter be correct.

A. Observer

The objective of the observer is to reconstruct, based on
the available measures, the load variations at the output of the
filter, characterized by the grid output voltages V dg and V qg and
the grid output currents idg and iqg .
The proposed observer is based on the SM and the inverter
models in order to minimize the impact of the monitoring
errors that could be introduced on the voltages and currents.
The reduction of the number of observer states also reduces the
robustness of the entire controller to sensors errors or signal
perturbations, justifying our choice (experimentally validated,
though not presented in the paper). Hence, as the SM and
the average voltage regulation (AVR) are virtual, the fluxes,
the SM currents id and iq and the excitation voltage efd
are available for the observer. In addition, the output inverter
currents idL and iqL, the voltages ed and eq are also measured
by dedicated sensors. Hence, the outputs vector Ymeas, aggre-
gating all measurements, is defined by:

Ymeas =
[
id iq ψd ψq ψfd ψ1d ψ1q i

d
L i

q
L e

d eq efd
]t

(7)

And as a linear combination of state and input vectors:

Ymeas = Csmeas.XSY S +Hs
meas.WSY S ;

With Csmeas =

 CsSY S
I9 O9,2

O1,11

 and Hs
meas =

[
O11,3

1 0 0

]
(8)

The exogenous input WSY S is considered as a constant
during multiple periods so we have W+

SY S = WSY S . The
model considered for the discrete observer is thus:

{
X

+

obs = A
s

obs.Xobs +B
s

obs.USY S

Ymeas = C
s

obs. Xobs

With: Xobs =

[
XSY S

WSY S

]
;A

s

obs =

[
AsSY S GsSY S
O3,11 I3

]
;

B
s

obs =

[
BsSY S
O3,2

]
and C

s

obs =
[
CsSY S Hs

SY S

]
(9)

Fortunately, the new extended model is observable. There-
fore, it is possible to compute a matrix gain Lobs of a
linear state observer, which is written as follows, with Lobs a
combination of LXobs and LWobs:


X̂

+

obs =
(
A
s

obs − Lobs.C
s

obs

)
.X̂obs

+B
s

obs.USY S + Lobs.Ymeas

Ŷmeas = C
s

obs.X̂obs

With: Lobs =

[
LXX LXW
LWX LWW

]
(10)

With the integration of a state observer in the proposed
controller, the VSG-based inverter is capable to determine
the characteristics of any unpredictable load consumption and
adjust automatically to changes in the microgrid. The entire
proposed controller is mathematically detailed, which does not
constitute a proof per say of the importance of the observer,
but is what was possible within pages limitations.

B. Output feedback controller

Let us first introduce the integrator that enables to recover
long range errors in steady state possibly due to modeling.

1) Integrator: The LQR controller’s output is the difference
between the inverter’s currents, idL and iqL, and the references,
the SM’s currents id and iq . Hence, the output ε is defined as:

ε =

[
id − idL
iq − iqL

]
= Csε .XSY S

With Csε = CsSY S −
[
O2,5 I2 O2,4

]
(11)

In order to ensure a proper rejection of the disturbances,
an integration state is added to the current controller with the
following dynamics:

ε+
Int =

[
εdInt
εqInt

]+

=

[
εdInt
εqInt

]
+ ε (12)
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Considering the extended state XSY S =

[
XSY S

εInt

]
, obtained

by including εInt and the matrix Csε from (11) and (12), the
new extended model can be written from (6):

{
X

+

SY S = A
s

SY S .XSY S +B
s

SY S .USY S +G
s

SY S .WSY S

ε = Csε .XSY S

With A
s

SY S =

[
AsSY S O11,2

Csε I2

]
;

B
s

SY S =

[
BsSY S
O2,2

]
and G

s

SY S =

[
GsSY S
O2,3

]
(13)

2) Design of the controller system: The equations in steady-
states of the system, (12) and (13), gives:

[
G
s

SY S O13,2

O2,3 I2

]
.

[
WSY S

ε∗

]
=

[
I13 −A

s

SY S B
s

SY S

Csε O2,2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

.

[
XSY S

USY S

]
(14)

Since the matrix F can be inverted, the steady-states values
X

∗
SY S and U∗

SY S , that depend on WSY S and ε∗, can be
obtained with:

[
X

∗
SY S

U∗
SY S

]
= F−1.

[
G
s

SY S O13,2

O2,3 I2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸KX

W KX
ε

KU
W KU

ε


.

[
WSY S

ε∗

]
(15)

Where we define a matrix coefficients used in the following
equations. Eq. (15) enables to write the dynamics of the
deviation variables as follows:


(XSY S −X

∗
SY S)+ = A

s

SY S .(XSY S −X
∗
SY S)

+B
s

SY S .(USY S − U∗
SY S)

ε− ε∗ = Csε .(XSY S −X
∗
SY S)

(16)

The expression of (16) can be simplified as:

{
εX

+ = A
s

SY S .εX +B
s

SY S .εU

εY = Csε .εX

With: εX = XSY S −X
∗
SY S ;

εU = (USY S − U∗
SY S) and εY = ε− ε∗ (17)

3) Current controller: To avoid the saturation of the in-
verter’s duty ratio, the controller is not directly applied on the
command USY S but on its variation ∆USY S . The application
of the controller on the variation of the command ∆USY S
permits to smooth the variation of the command USY S and
avoids any discontinuity. Thanks to that, the risk of harsh
variations of the command USY S during transitory events is
minimized, thus reducing the risk of saturation. add reference?

So, the state space USY S is added to the model: USY S+ =
USY S + ∆U . The variable ∆U is the input of the system and

as εU = USY S − U∗
SY S , the new state is ε+

U = εU + ∆U .
Hence, from (17), the updated version of the model, including
εU as a state is expressed in (18).



[
εX

εU

]+

=

[
A
s

SY S B
s

SY S

O2,13 I2

]
.

[
εX

εU

]
+

[
O13,2

I2

]
.∆U

εY =
[
Csε O2,2

]
.

[
εX

εU

]
(18)

Based on the dynamical model (18), it is possible to control
the inverter’s state using a standard LQR design that takes the
following form:

∆U = −Ks.

[
εX
εU

]
(19)

From (18) and (19), the controlled system is defined, around
a steady-state value in (20).



[
εX

εU

]+

= As.

[
εX

εU

]
[
εY

∆U

]
=

[
Cs

−Ks

]
×

[
εX

εU

]

With


As =

[
A
s

SY S B
s

SY S

O2,13 I2

]
−

[
O13,2

I2

]
.Ks

Cs =
[
Csε O2,2

] (20)

Hence, considering the definition of the states variables εX ,
εU , εY and the characteristics of the reference values X

∗
SY S

and U∗
SY S , the controlled system can also be expressed in (21).



[
XSY S

USY S

]+

= As.

[
XSY S

USY S

]

− (As − I15).

[
KX
W KX

ε

KU
W KU

ε

]
.

[
WSY S

ε∗

]
[
ε

∆U

]
=

[
Cs

−Ks

]
.

[
XSY S

USY S

]
−

([
Cs

−Ks

]
.[

KX
W KX

ε

KU
W KU

ε

]
−

[
O2,3 I2
O2,3 O2,2

])
.

[
WSY S

ε∗

]
(21)

C. Complete model

The extended system including the observer, in which the
controlled input is the increment ∆U , is determined by the
equations (10) and (21). Its schematic representation is pro-
posed in Fig. 2 and the final expression in (22). The predicted
states are used in the complete controller in order to minimize
the impact of the monitoring errors that could be introduced by
the voltage and current captors, thus increasing the robustness
of the proposed controller.
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Fig. 2. Controller proposed synoptic, with KX =
[
KX

W KX
ε

]
and KU =

[
KU

W KU
ε

]
(from (15))
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Fig. 3. Bode magnitude diagram of the proposed controller (in blue) compared
to a “PI+filters” implemented from [24] (in red).


X̂+

∆ = A∆.X̂∆ +B∆.

[
Ymeas

ε∗

]

Ŷ∆ = C∆.X̂∆ +D∆.

[
Ymeas

ε∗

]

In which: X∆ =

XSY S

USY S
WSY S

 ; Y∆ =

Ymeasε
∆U


Lobs∆ =

LXX O11,4 LXW
O4,11 O4,4 O4,3

LWX O3,4 LWW

 ;

A∆ =

 As −(As − I15).

[
KX
W

KU
W

]
O3,15 I3


− Lobs∆.

[
Cmeas O12,4 Hmeas

]
;

B∆ =

[
Lobs∆ (I15 −As) .

[
KX
ε

KU
ε

]]
;

C∆ =


[
Csmeas O4,12

]
Hs
meas

Cs −Cs.
[
KX
W

KU
W

]
−Ks Ks.

[
KX
W

KU
W

]
 ;

D∆ =


O12,12 O12,2

O2,12 I2 − Cs.
[
KX
ε

KU
ε

]
O2,12 Ks.

[
KX
ε

KU
ε

]
 (22)

D. Choice of the controller

The proposed controller, a LQR integrating a state observer
and an integral functionality, has been chosen to extend the
operational range of the VSG, to better represent the ideal
behavior of a SM. Thanks to the addition of the integrator
in controller, errors that can be introduced by the observer
(delay or monitoring errors for instance) are minimized by
the integral part of the output feedback. This phenomenon is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where the reader can see that the low
frequencies are rejected by the controller.

In addition, similarly to diesel generators, VSGs will be
submitted to sudden and almost unpredictable load variations
at the microgrid level due to a low power reserve. Hence, the
proposed controller is designed as a solution to unpredictable
characteristic of loads consumption and characteristics (includ-
ing its variation in time).

Fig. 3 represents the Bode magnitude diagram of the
proposed controller compared to a controller based on a
“PI+filters” implementation used in a similar context [24].
The voltages inputs are presented in function of the duty ratio
outputs.

It can be noted that the “PI+filters” implementation posses
a resonance peak at high frequency, meaning that the system
could be unstable during high frequency phenomena [3], espe-
cially during short-circuits. This instability has been observed
experimentally when submitting our VSG-based solution with
highly inductive loads with the previously implemented con-
troller. As no such high frequency resonance is visible with
the proposed controller, thanks to the state observer and the
integrator, the proposed controller is stable during the similar
experimental load impacts. In addition, the proposed controller
rejects low frequencies as well, which minimizes the impact
of DC components on the operational stability of the VSG
solution.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The described model has been experimentally validated on a
large variety of loads (including variable and nonlinear ones as
well as short-circuits). In order to represent the unpredictability
of the loads variations, we decided to test step variations
of 100%. Indeed, this “worst case scenario” allows us, by
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Fig. 4. Complete VSG control diagram.

definition, to validate the proper operation of the proposed
controller for all the others uses cases.

A. Experimental facility

The proposed controller for the VSG was tested within
the Schneider Electric R&D center in Grenoble (France),
detailed in [24]. This is a dedicated microgrid laboratory
including several power sources that can be put in parallel
on a 100 kVA distribution grid. There are two categories
of power sources: diesel generators (15 kVA, 45 kVA and
50 kVA) and four inverter-based power sources (Schneider
Electric Solar inverters of 25 kVA), two of which are in a
grid-tie configuration with solar emulators (controllable DC
power source), and are operated using the VSG-based control.
Several loads are connected to the distribution grid: RLC
loads, industrial load (induction motors), a compressor and a
motor controlled by a 15 kVA drive. Finally, there is a short-
circuit cabinet with various combinations (single-phase, phase-
phase, tri-phase) with a short or long time duration.

B. Implementation of the proposed controller

The proposed current controller, a linear quadratic regulator
incorporating an integrator and a state-observer, was inte-
grated to the complete VSG control as presented in Fig. 4.
The implementation in the digital signal processor (DSP) is
straightforward as the proposed controller is already discrete.
The model is implemented thanks to Matlab/Simulink™ using
the ”Embedded Coder” toolbox of Mathworks™, and the
”Code Composer Studio” toolkit to the inverter’s DSP (a
TMS320F28335, Texas Instrument™). Note that all parts of
the VSG control visible in Fig. 4 are not detailed in this paper
due to page limitation, but are presented in [24].

C. Experimental Results

During the experiments, multiple scenarios were conducted
to validate the proposed VSG controller and its acceptable
dynamic behavior: a “traditional” load impact, nonlinear and
unbalanced loads as well as short-circuits were investigated
in addition to operation in parallel with other power sources.

Note that nonlinear loads and short-circuits are not commonly
tested for VSG although they should be mandatory before
considering any further industrial development and standard-
ization.

Note that the steady states is not reached very fast in Fig. 5
to Fig.10 because the embedded synchronous machine model
and the time response characteristics implemented a reference
were designed so for easier observations. It is not due to the
performances of the current controller and could be adapted.

1) Load impact: Fig. 5 shows the dynamic behavior of the
VSG supplying power to a 20 kW load (impact of 100 % of the
load). Voltages and currents are similar to an actual SM with
a sub-transient and transient phenomenon before stabilizing to
a steady-state. Because of the AVR and the droop control, the
VSG stabilizes to a new voltage value while supplying the
load.

2) Nonlinear and unbalanced load impacts: To consider
an industrial development, the VSG should be capable of sup-
plying any profile of load, including unbalanced or nonlinear
ones, especially motors or drives. Note that these different
tests are generally not considered for the system validation in
the literature and represent a plus for the proposed controller
validation in the present paper.

Indeed, industrial grid-connected or off-grid facilities rep-
resent an important part of the current microgrids. To this
respect, Fig. 7 and Fig. 6 show that, with the proposed
controller, the VSG remains stable and is able to supply
significantly unbalanced or nonlinear loads such as a 3 kW
single-phase motor or a 15 kVA drive.

3) Short-circuit: With the increase in connection of
inverter-based generators (IBG) in microgrids, another prob-
lem could also appear: the way protections are handling short-
circuits. Indeed, the inverter’s output current is limited between
1.2 to 2 times the nominal value and cannot compete with
the short-circuit current of a real SM (more than 10 time
the nominal current). With IBG, the currents will then be
saturated. Hence, given that the short-circuit prediction is
difficult, the VSG must be stable during a standard version
of this fault to help protections operating properly. To this
respect, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the behavior of the VSG with
the proposed controller facing two short-circuits: a tri-phase
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100 V
100ms

Load Impact

0 A

(a) Voltage.

20 A

Load Impact

0 A

100ms

(b) Current.

Fig. 5. 20 kW load impact on the VSG.

Fig. 6. VSG supplying a 15 kVA drive connected to a DC machine.

Fig. 7. VSG supplying a 3 kW single-phase motor.

one and a phase-phases one.
Fig. 8 is a focus on the beginning of the tri-phase short-

circuit. The VSG’s voltage is null and current oscillations
can be seen due to the impedance of the output LCL filter

Fig. 8. VSG behavior during a tri-phase short-circuit.

Fig. 9. VSG behavior during a phase-phase short-circuit.

and the transformer. Similarly to the phase-phase short-circuit,
the short-circuit currents stabilize after 15 ms, reaching the
maximal current of the inverter.

Fig. 9 shows the behavior of the VSG during the phase-
phases short-circuit, with the voltage increasing back to its
nominal value after the fault. The maximal current is reached
after 200 ms. As the short-circuit is between two phases,
currents are equal in those phases. The current of the third
phase is the opposite of the sum of these two currents.

Note that the VSG-based controller is able to sustain those
short-circuits for an infinite duration, theoretically speaking.
The only constraint is that the model should remain stable,
which will always be the case, except possibly for a too short
duration (in our case, around a few milliseconds) where the
saturation of the inverter could destabilize its operation.

4) Parallel operation with a generator set: The VSG is
developed as a plug-and-play solution. As such, it must operate
in parallel with other power sources. The microgrid instabil-
ities can be exacerbated by the resonance among generators
and VSG [26]. Hence, we should validate the VSG parallel
operation with other power sources. In Fig. 10, a 17.5 kVA
highly inductive load is connected to an already supplied
15 kW load by a 25 kVA VSG and 45 kVA generator set.

When the load is connected to the microgrid, both power
sources produce an peak current due to the inductive nature
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Fig. 10. Current response (phase a) of the VSG and generator set while
supplying a 15 kW load and facing a 17.5 kVA inductive load impact.

of the load impact. The VSG rapidly absorbs the DC current
(in less than 200 ms). This is not the case of the traditional
generator, which takes more than 400 ms with the used con-
troller. Once the DC current is dissipated, as the generator
set has a limited reactive power capacity, the VSG supplies
most of the reactive power needed by the inductive load. Both
power sources supply the loads and the voltage remains stable
at a new steady-state value that depends on the droop control,
without oscillations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a control architecture based on the state-space
model of a synchronous machine (SM) and the grid-connected
inverter, combined with an observer, is proposed to enhance
the stability of an inverter-based generator operated as a
virtual synchronous generator (VSG) in a microgrid. VSGs are
submitted to sudden and almost unpredictable load variations
at the microgrid level. Hence, the proposed controller has been
designed as a solution to face the unpredictability of loads
consumption thus decreasing risks of instability.

First, the state-space model is expressed for both the SM
and the grid-connected inverter. Second, the controller for the
VSG is proposed, including an observer based on the grid-
connected inverter. Moreover, a LQR controller, designed with
an integrator based on the entire SM combined with the grid-
connected inverter is proposed, enforcing the control of the
VSG-based inverter. This allows the VSG solution to survive
harsh events like short-circuits and to still present a behavior
as close as possible to a diesel generator (i.e.not only providing
virtual inertia). From the industrial point of view, the solution
is then plug and play, necessitating very little to satisfy diesel
generators current standards, thus enforcing its capacity to be
more easily accepted by customers used to more traditional
generators.

Finally, the paper concludes on experimental results validat-
ing the relevance and the robustness of the control of the VSG,
facing significant impacts of R, L, nonlinear and unbalanced
loads (which are not traditionally found in studies on VSG) as
well as short-circuits (tri-phase and phase-phase) and parallel
operation (with a generator set).

Thanks to the proposed controller, the VSG is stable and
is capable of supplying highly nonlinear or unbalanced loads
such as drives or single-phase motors, two types of short-
circuits, and operate in parallel with a generator set supplying
a compressor.

Undergoing works consider taking advantages of the virtual
part of the VSG in order to increase its performance by
modifying artificially the parameters of the SM model to
improve the VSG inverter performances and also to avoid the
deterioration of the inverter during harsh events.
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